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SUMMARY‘
, An exploratory velocity-diagam analysis was made in order to

establish the aerodynamic reqtiements of a single-stage, adal-flow
turbine which satisfies the conditions of maximum thrust per sq=e
foot of turbine frental area in a turbojet engine. we investigation ‘
was made for a range of turbine mean blade speeds and inlet tempera-

1 tureaj ftied fMght conditions> sad a constant centrifugal.stress at
the root of the rotor blading. .

The results of this ahal.ysis‘indicatethatj if this ultimate
perfromance
leading and
practically
leaving the
at the mean

is to be realized, supersonic velocities relative to the
trailing edges of the turbine rotor are required for
all casei3investigated. The axial component of velocity
turbtie is sonic for all cases, and the velocity diagsms
radius are of the @&e type.

A coqmrison was made employing conventional turbine aerodynamic
design Hmi.ts for one set of conditions from the analysis. For the
conditions selectedj a maxhm-thrust turbine design with the same
internal efficiency ~ovided an engine thrust increase of approximately
17 percent.

INI!RODUCTIOI?.

EMPhasis on the development of M@-speed aircraft has resulted
in a demand for turbojet e@es of high thrust, l.gwfrontal area, aqd’
light weight. It is essential that the turbine components of these ~

/
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2 NACA TN 2732

engines conform to this specification of small size and weight. There-
fore, an exploratory velocity-diagram analysis was made at the I?MA
Lewis laboratory to estihlish the aerodynamic specifications of a
single-stage turbine which ~rovidea these characteristics. Since tur-
bine frontal area may be considered a general index of turblae weight,
this analysis was made on the basis of obtaining maximum thrust ~er
square foot of turbtie frontal area. Conventional aerodynamic deeign
Mmits were not considered as a limitation in develop@ the turbine
velocity dtagrams. Calculations were made for a rmge of compressor m
yressure ratios stificient to include the maMnunn value of engine %
thrust for each tmbine-inlet temperate and blade speed investigated.

N

The same centrfiugal stress at the root of the rotor blade was assumed
for all blade speeds.

This analysis, therefore, establishes the potential level of ~er- ,

formance for a single-s-e turbine, determines the gains potentially
avaihble over current designs, and indicates the manner and extent to
which current Hmits must be exceeded to obtaim these gains.

SYMBOLS

The folladng syuibol.ssre used in this report:

A

%

F

$

J

P

P

R

r

turbine annulus area (sq ft/sq ft turbine

specific heat of air at constant pressure
,

frontal area)

(0.24 Btu/(lb)(OR))

engine thrust (lb/sq f% turbipe frontal area)

acceleration due to gravity (32.2 ft/sec2)

mechanical equivalent of heat (778.3 ft-Sb/Btu)

horsepower per square foot turbine frontal area

absolute pressue (lh/sq ft)

gas constant for air (53.3 ft/%)

hub-tip radius ratio

.. —._ _______ ______
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T

u
v
w
w

N

‘R
w

,’

absolute temperature (%) .

blade speed (ft/see) v

absolute velocity (ft/see)

relative velocity (ft/see)

air weight flow (lb/(sec)(sq f% turbine frontal area))

absolute

relative

ratio of

pressure

internal

flow angle (deg)

flow angle (deg)

specific heats of air, 1.40

reduction ratio, p~/po~

efficiency

temperature reduction ratio, T!/TO’

density of gas (lb/cu ft)

density of blade material (lb/cu ft)

blade centrifugal stress (lb/sq in.)

blade stress taper factor

Subscripts:

o
1

2

3

4

5

6

I c

m

T

t

NACA sea level air

compressor inlet

compressor discharge

upstream of turbine stator

upstream of turbine rotor.

rotor exit

exhaust-cone exit

compressor

mean radius

tip radius

turbine

Superscript:

1 stagnation or total conditions
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GENERAL ANALYSIS

Conditions

An investigationwas undertaken to determine the velocity Uagrsm
for a single-stage, sxial-flow turbine component of a turbojet engine at
maximum thrust per square foot turbine frontsl area for a given turbine-
inlet temperature and mean blade speed. Calculations were made for
turbine-inlet temperatures of 2000°, 2750°, and 3500° R at mea blade
speeds of 1000, 1200, and 1400 feet per second.

The hub-tip radius ratio and tip speed for each mean bhle speed
were calculated for a centrifugal slmess ‘atthe blade root of
30,000 pounds per square inch, which is an assumed valw based on
current design practice. The calculation procedure used in determining
these hub-tip ratios is outlined b appendix A.

The flight condition
sea level, corresponMng

used in the analysis was 600 miles per hour at
to a flight Mach nuniberof 0.79.

Assumptions

-e. - Sea-level mibient air was assumed to enter the engine at a
velocity of 880 feet per second (600 mph) with a ram efficiency of
100 percent. The adiabatic efficiency of the compressor was taken as
85 percent, with no 10SS in total pressure in the cmibustor. The weight
of the fuel added during caibustion was neglected. The efficiency of
the exhaust nozzle was taken as 100 percent for the rsnge of exhaust-
cone pressure ratios encountered in this smalysis. The values of

%
and T were assumed conslxuk through the engine.

Turbtie. - The turbine was assumedto have a cylindrical blade
annulus. The internal.efficiency was taken as 100 percent in calculating
the turbine velocity diagrsms and was considered as a variable (80 to
100 percent) in correcting the engine thrust for turbine efficiency. The
tangential component of the absolute velocity immediately downstream of
the turbtie was assumed to be dissipated without energy recovery; the
axial coqonent was assumed to be completely recovered.

Method of Analysis

In order to determine the turbine conditions and the requirements
for msxhmm thrust per square foot turbine frontal area, the compressor
pressure ratio for this engine condition must first be evaluated. The

=e of compressor Presswe ratios for wtiti calculations were made was

-. . . . _ _ ——___ __ ____ —.
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sufficient to include the mmdmum value of thrust for each turbtie-inlet
temperature and mean KLade speed investigated. The compressor pressure
ratio at maximum thrust was determined graphically frcm a curve of thrust
against compressor presstie ratio. The aerodynamic requirements of the
turbine at the maxbnum thrust condition were determined indirectly from
this plot since a turbine velocity diagram was calculated for each ca-
pressor pressure ratio considered. .

The turbtie velocity diagram which was calculated for each conqmessor
pressuYe ratio is unique in that the maxhmnn & weight flow is being
passed through the turb@e at the specific power output required by the
compressor. Therefore, a turbojet engine utilizm a turbine design
based on the derived velocity diagram would develop the maxhum engine
thrust per square foot turbine frcmtal ~ea for the assumed conditions.

The effect of turbine efficiency on engine thrust was determined by
considering that the compressorwork was reticed from its value at
100-percent turbine efficiency by the inefficiency of the turbine, ti’ti
corresponding reductions in both engine ah weight flow and pressure
ratio acrpss the exhaust cone. The total-static pressure ratio across
the turbine was maintained constant for each veloci~ diagrsm over the
range of turbine efficiencies investigated; the axial component of the
velocity leaving the turbine was assumed to be independent of turbine
efficiency.

.

Calculation Methods and Procedure

The velocity diagrams were determined for the mean radius since per-
formance at this section closely approximates the over-all performance
of the turbine stage.

The fond procedure was used to relate the thrust of a turbojet
engine to the turbine velocity tiagram and mihient conditions:

The thrust for a turbojet engine installed in a plaziemov5ng with a
velocity V1 is given by

#

F=:(V6- V=) ~ (1)

From the turbine velocity diagram (fig. 1), the air wei@t flow per
square foot turbine frontal area may be expressed as

..

w = P4V4 sin a4 A (2)

. . . . . .-. –——.-—. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . -------- ._______ .-7. ______ ........----- ..._.-.....
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and the velocity of the sir leaving the emgine as

IWCA’IN 2732

V6 =

,

The annulus srea
to the hub-tip radius

[

1
2

TJ5sin 135 1+2gJ~ (T5 -T6) Z (3)

A per square foot turbine frontal area is related
ratio as follows:

A = (1-r2) (4)

The compressor power and the turbine power are equal and may be
expressed for a unit air weight ‘flowas follows:

“(5)

(6)

E~ations (2) to (6) relate the turbine air weight flow, the velocity
of the air leav5ng the exhaust cone, and the compressor power requirement
to the turbine tiensions and the ideal turbine velocity diagram.

The next step in the analysis is to assume a sufficient nuniberof
compressor pressure ratios to define the one which results in the maximum
thrust for each turbine-inlet temperature and blade speed. Each pressure
ratio will.specify a turbine power requirement as indicated in equa-
tions (5) and (6). The problem then resolves itself into determining a
turbine velocity diagrsm for each compressor pressure ratio such that the
maximum weight flow is being passed by the turbine at the specific power
required by the compressor. This will result in the msximum engine
thrust for the assumed conditions. \

The msdmum air weight flow immediately downstream of a turbine
rotor of given annular area will occnm when the
velocity at this station is sonic, which may be

axial component of the
expressed as
<

(7)

.— ——–.——–. —— —. . .—
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Since tne
downstream of

7

air density in the turbine is usually lowest immediately
the turbine rotor, it is essential that the absolute exit

Wldrl (W5 Cos p5 - Um) be kep~ as small as possible if the ~um

air-handling capacity of the turbine annulus is to be obtained.

Thus the solution to the problem of obtaining f weight flow at
a specified work output depends on two points: (1) a sonic axial velocity
component leaving the turbine rotor, and (2) mbdmmm absolute whirl leav-
ing the rotor.

For any specific power output P/w and mean blade speed ~ the net
change in the tangential components of the absolute velocities entering
and leaving the rotor at the mean radius in the ideal case csn be classif-
ied into three categories: (1) less than, (2) equal to, or (3) greater
than twice the mea blade speed.

h the case in which the tangential cmponent change is less than
twice the mean blade speed, the requirement of minimum whirl leaving the
turbine can be satisfied by specifying zero exit whirl because the pro-
portion of blade speed to work output makes this possible. Since the
absolute velocity leaving the turbine is now axial and sonic, the maximum
weight flow will be passed at the required work outpti. The velocity
diagrsm is then calculated as shown in appendix B.

The second case, in which the change in tangential components of the
absolute velocities V4 and V5 is eq~ to twice the mean blade speed,
also permits the specification of zero exit whirl for the same reason as
in the case outlined in the preceding paragraph. For this case, however,
the tangential cmponents of the velocities relative to the rotor lead-
@ snd trailing edges willbe equal and noc@nge in state is required

“ in the rotor to produce the required work. Since the absolute velocity
leaving the rotor is axial and sonic, the axLal ccmponent of the velocity
upstream of the rotor is also sonic, so that both the rotor inlet and
rotor outlet smnuli are passing the maximum weight flow. The procedure
used in calculating this type of diagram is given in appendix B.

In the consideration of the case in which the required change in
tangential velocities exceeds twice the mean blade speed, there is a
clearly defined limit below which the absolute exit whirl cannot be
decreased, since the compensating increase in the absolute whirl enter-
ingthe rotor will result in a reduction in weight flow at this point
below the maximum obtainable at the trailing edge of the rotor. The
lower Limit in absolute exit whirl-corresponds to the condition at which
the maximum weight flow is being passed both upstream and downstream of
the rotor. At

m* at its highest
will result in

.,

I

this point, the absolute whirl entering the rotor will be
value-consistent
the minhnn exit

with - weight flow and therefore
whirl leaving the turbine. Since the

. . . ---- ——- — -. ~ ——.. ,—”.—- ..---—--—-— -—---- — -- ——- . .—-———— —- —— --—-
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flow is assumed to be isentropic in the ideal
change in state in the rotor and therefore no
from the leading to the trailbg edges’of the

IWICATN 2732

case, there will be no
change in relative velocity
rotor. The calculation

procedure for t~s case is giv~ in-aplendix B.

The static temperature downstream of the turbine rotor !C5 in all $

cases was calculated frcm the turbine velocity diagmm using equation (7). M

The static temperature of the gas leaving the engine tail pipe was deter-
mined using the following equation, which assumes isentropic flow fram
the combustor to the tsil pipe:

where p6 is anibientatrmspheric pressure,.

With these _tities determined, the velocity of the exhaust jet
was calculated from equation (3)

The turbine
determined from

w

[ 1
1

V6 = W5 sin p5
2
-I-2gJ~ (T5 - T6) 2

(8)

(3)

air weight flow per square foot turbine frontal area.was
equations (2) and (4), which were cortibinedas foIlows:

()
P31 V42 & ‘

=—l- (l-rz)V4 sin u4
m~ t 2gJ~T3 t

The engine thrust was then calculatedby substituting
equations (3) and (9) @to equation (1).

h correcting the en@ne thrust output derived fran a

(9)

the results of

given ideal
turbine velocity diagrsm for turbine efficiency, the turbtie power out-
put was assumed to vary directly as the turbine efficiency for an
assigned turbine total-static pressure ratio. The resulting reduction
in compressor pressure ratio decreased both the turbine weight flow and
the static-pressureratio across the exhaust cone. These reductions
were h direct proportion to the reduced compressor pressure ratio. The
newly determined values of air weight flow and eihaust-cone pressure
ratio together with the assumption that the axial velocity leaving the
turbine was independent of turbine efficiency were sufficient to evaluate
the engine thrust at the assumed turbine efficiency. The procedure is
otilined in appendix C.

.-—.——___________ _.. L_______-.. ____ _________ .—— ———___._—_.._—. .....______._
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Velocity Diagrams at Mean Ra&ius

9

Mach tiers. - The changes in the Mach nuuibersof the velocities
leaving the stator at msxhmxn thrust are slight over the “range of blade
speeds and turbine-inlet temperatures investigated, as indicated in
table I(a). An exception was noted h the Mach numiberrelative to the
rotor leading edge at a blade speed of 1400 feet per second sad a
turbine-inlet temperature of 2000° R because of the comparatively low ‘
inlet whirl to the rotor as determined from the turbine work and the
blade speed. .

For a given turbine-inlet temperature the Mach numbers relative to
the rotor generally decrease slightly with increasm mean blade speed
but becme practically independent of blade speed at 3500° R.

The Mach numbers of the absolute velocities leaving the turbine
decrease with rising blade speed but increase with turbine-inlet tem-
perature. The Mach number of the axtal cmponent of the velocity leav-
ing the rotor is 1.00 in dl cases; this’appldes to the rotor inlet as
well, with the,one exception noted ear~er.

The Mach nmibers in the turbine blading at madmum thrust per square
foot turbine frontal area indicate that supersonic velocities relative
to the leading and’trailing edges of the rotor *e required at the tiean
radius in order for a single-stage turbine to meet the en@ne require-
ments at this condition for the range of inlet temperatures and blade
speeds investigated. In general, the Mach numbers relative to the lead-
ing smd trail@g edges of the rotor are equal so that the impulse condi-
tion exists at the mean radius. This indicqtes that a rise in static
pressure across one-half of the blade height will be required if shple
radial equilil.~riumis to be satisfied downstream of the turbine rotor.

From consideration of simple radial equilibrium, there wiIl be an
increase in the stator exit Mach number toward the lnibradius and a
reduction b Mach number toward the tip rdlms, the degree of radial
variation of Mach nuriberbeing dependent on the hub-tip radius ratio.

Flow angles and turning angles. - The variations in the stator and
rotor blade angles at nkximum thrust per square foot turbine frontal
area are small over the rsmge of blade speeds and turbine-inlet tempera-
tures investigated, as indicated in table I(b).

The turning in the stator, tith the one exception noted earlier,
varies from 56° to 60° approximately,with from 78° to 94° of turning
being required in the rotor for all cases consid&ed.

. . . . . —--- .—--— ——— -—- ------- -——— .-— — -z. —— ...-— —--- .........—-—- ——. . . .- ——-
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the
The greatest variation in flow angle is in the alsolute angle leaving
rotor ~, which includes values fran 58° to 900.. These angles

increase with mean blade speed for a given inlet temperature and are
reduced as inlet temperature is increased.

The velocity diagrams at maximum thrust are
the full range of conditions investigated.

Effect of Blade Speed on Thrust per

Tur%ine Frontal Area

The values of thrust indicated in figures 3
since several simplifying assumption were made

given in figure 2 for

Square Foot

to 5 are approximate
in calculating them

(see Assumptions). The values are given here as an index of comparison
to be used in evaluating the results of the analysis and should not be
interpreted as representing the performance of an actual engine.

The thrust increased with decreasing blade speed at all turbine-
inlet temperatures for the range of blade speeds investigated. However,
the percentage gain in engine thrust due to low blade speed was appreci-
ably less as turbine-inlet temperature was increased. For a tukbine
internal efficiency of 0.90 at the msximum.thrust condition, the gains
in thrust at 1000 feet per second over those obtainable at 1200 feet per
second and 1400 feet per second were 18 percent and 48 percent, respec-
tively, at 2000° R; at 2750° R these increases were 9 percent and
25 percent, respectively; at 3500° R they were 3 percent and 12 percent,
respectively.

Vsriation of Turbine Air Capacity with Blade Speed

The air-handling capacity of the gas turbine in the turbojet engine
is a topic of general interest and is given here to indicate the extent
of its variation with turbine-inlet temperate, mean blade speed, and
turbtie efficiency as established from this investigation. The results
of the analysis are given in figure 6 as equivalent weight flow per
square foot turbine frontal area referred to the compressor inlet con-
ditions for the range of inlet temperatures and blade speeds covered in
this analysis.

The equivalent weight flow decreased contintilly with increasing
rotational speed for a given turbine-inlet temperature. The decrease
in air-handling capacity with increasing rotational speed is, however,
reduced on a percentage basis as turbfie-filet temperature ticreases.

——.-—..———.. . . . .. —____ ____ ..-_ .. . .. — _-—_________ ._.-.~ .-a.
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A compressor afi-mdlm ca.WcitY of 37 pounds per second per
square foot of frontal area probably represents the maximkm value that
can be achieved in the next several yews. The air-hand13ng capacity
of the maximum-thrust tmbtie of this analysis closely approximates
this value at the following design conditions: internal efficiency,
0.90; inlet temperature, 2190° R; and mean blade speed, 1000 feet per
second. At mean blade speeds of 1200 andc1400 feet per second, turbine-
inlet temperatures of 2540° and 2940° R, respectively, wouldbe required
for the turbine to pass this air flow.

Effect of Conservative Mach NuniberLimits on Thrust

In order to determine the effect on engine thrust of conventional
turbine aerodynamic design limits, a turbine velocity diagram was cal-
culated for a set of conditions usedin this analysis with the assumption
that the relative Mach number entering the rotor and the absolute Mach
number leavipg the rotor were 0.70 at the mean radius.

Results of these calculations indicate that for the same component
1- efficiencies, turbine-inlet temperature, and blade speed, the engine

thrust was approxhmtely 17 percent less th~ the maximum value arrived
at with no restrictions on twbine Mach numbers.

Effect of Blade Speed and Inlet Temperature on Compressor .

Pressure Ratio for Maximum Thrust

The compressor pressure ratio required for mxhum engine thrust
increased with both turbine-inlet temperature and mean blade speed for
a given turbine efficiency. The effect of inlet temperature is more
significant than blade speed, as indicated in figures 3 to 5.

The maxhum thrust per square foot of turbine frontal area decreased
with increasing blade speed for a given inlet temperature, as did the
turbine air-handling capacity. This tiop in thrust occurred despite the
increases in compressor ratio which were required to obtain maximum
thrust at the increased blade speeds. This indicates that the thrust
gain potentially available from increasing pressure ratio were not
realized because of the decrease in turbine ati-handltig capacity
resulting from the reduced turbine annulus area.

For,the range of blade speeds considered, the variation of engine
thrust with compressor pressure ratio for a given turbine-inlet tempera-
ture and turbine efficiency is greatest at a blade speed of 1000 feet
per second and.diminishes steadily with increasing blade speed, as
indicated in figures 3 to 5. The contours of these curves also indicaJe
that the maximum engine thrust can be approximated over a limited range
of compressor pressure ratios in the vicinity of msximum thrust at only
a slight penalty in performance.

.

.-— _ ._. ___._. .—.____ _____ ----- - —~ —... ..— ._.. ____ ._.. ___ —.. . .——
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Effect

For a given
foot of turbine

of Centrifugal Stress on Thrust per Square Foot.

Turbine Frontal Area

mean blade speed, the chsmge in engine thxust per square
frontal area with centrifugal stress at the root of the

turbine rotor is proportional to the change in turbine annulus area.
The results of calculations made for centrifugal rotor stresses of
20,000 to 60,000 pounds per square inch are given in figure 7 in the
form of correction curves to be app~ed to engine thrust and equiv~ent
air weight flow, as given in figures 3 to 6.

These calculations indicate that for the range of mean blade speeds
investigated the greatest gain ti engine thrust per square foot of tur-
bine frontal area with increased stress is obtained at a mean blade
speed of 1400 feet per second. This gain is diminished considerably at
a mesn blade speed of 1200 feet per second. When the mean blade speed
is decreased t,o1000 feet per second, the gain in thrust per square foot
of turbtie frontal area is reduced still further and reaches a maximum
value at appro~tely 50,000 pounds per square inch, beyond which the
increase in turbine frontal area required to obtain a larger annulus
becomes prohibitive. This limit is reached when the ratio of turbine
annulus area to turbine frontal area is a maximum for the fixed mean
dismeter and mean blade speed being considered.

The results of ‘thissmalysis are applicable over the range of flight
speeds and altitudes for which the ram temperature is constant, as indi-
cated in figure 8.

An investigation was made to determine the aerodynamic reqtiements
at the mean radius of a single-stage, stress-l@ited turbtie for appli-
cation to a turbojet engine at madnum thrust per sqpare foot turbine
frontal sxea. The analysis was made for a range of turbine mean blade
speeds and inlet temperatures, with no assumptions as to aerodynamic
desi~ Wnits having been made. The following results were obtained:

1. Supersonic velocities relative to the leading and trai13.ngedges
of the turbine rotor blades were reqtied if a single-stage, axial-flow
turbine was to meet the requirements of a turbojet engine at msximum
thrust per sqme foot turbine frontal area.

2. Ih general, the velocity diagram at the mean radius at maximum
thrust was the impulse type; that is, the flow was accelerated only in
the stator and no change in state occurred in the rotor. *

-—. . ..— —— .—. . _.. —
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3. The axial component of the velocity leaving the tur%tie was sonic
in all cases. Where the impulse condition in the rotor existed, the
axial ccmponent of the velociby up’streamof the rotor was sonic also so
that the annuli at the’leading and trailing edges of the rotor were
operating at their maximum air-handling capacities.

4. The application of conventional
to a set of conditions investigated in
reduction of 17 percent in thrust from
limits were hposed on the turbine.

turbine aerodynamic design Limits
this analysis resulted in a
that obtsdned when no aerodynamic

5. The variations in blade angles and turning angles at ~
thrust were small over the range of blade speeds and turbine-inlet ta-
peratures investigated. The turning in the stator varied from 56°
to 65°, with 78° to 94° of turning being required in the rotor for the
range of conditions investigated.

6. The absolute Mach numibersat the stator trailing edge varied from
1.59 to 1.97 at maximum thrust. The Mach numbers relative to the lead-
ing edge of the rotor varied fran O.94 to 1.46; those relative to the,
‘trailing edge varied from 1.29 to 1.46.

7. The ah-handling capacity of the ~-thrust turbine of this
analysis closely approximates 37 pounds per second per square foot of
frontal area at the following design conditions: internal efficiency,
0.90; inlet temperature, 2~90° R; mean blade speed, 1000 feet per sec-
ond. At mean blade speeds of IZOO and 1400 feet per second, turbine-
inlet temperatures of 2540° and 2940° R, respectively, wouldbe
required for the tuxbine to pass this air flow.

Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
Nation+ Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

CleveMd, Ohio, December 19, 1951

.
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APPENDIX A

CAICOIATION OF HUB-TIP RATIOS FOR CONSTANT STRESS

The following procedure was used to calculate the h@-tip ratios
and tip speeds for variable mean blade speed with a constant centrifugal
stress at the blade root and a turbine frontal area of 1 square foot
(reference 1):

W.JJT2
. = ~ (1-r2) (Al)

A blade stress taper factor ~ of 0.69, which is consistent with
cmrent practice, was assumed. The density of the blade material was
490 pounds per ctiic foot, and the assumed centrifugal stress at the
blade root was 30,OW pounds per square tich.

The tip speed ~ may be expressed as

m
~=< - (A2)

in terms of the mean blade speed and the hub-tip ratio. Rewriting
equation (Al) as

(A3)

yielik

2 288g0 =
(:+:)2= 41@um2

288x32.2X30,000
(A4]

4X0.69X490XUm2

or

(1-r2) =
2.O57X1O5

(l+r)2

%2

which may be solved tiectly for the hub-tip ratio r at each of the
assumed man blade speeds. Calculated results far the three mean blade
speeds used in the analysis are given in the following table:

Um r % A

(ft/see) (ft/see) (sg/ft)

1000 0.6588 IZ05.6 “ 0.5660
Izoo .7500 1371.4 .4375
1400 .8100 1546.9 .3439

1

——. — -— —.—— .—— — —. —-—.
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JYPPENDIX J3

,,

CALCULATION OF VELCEm

Given:

The chinge
is given by

%

P3’

T3‘

W5 Cos p5 = ~

()

1

V5 = TgRT5 ~

A

in tangential mcmentmm @er pound per second of air flow

()P550g +
(V4 Cos ah + W5 Cos p5 - %)= ~

or, since

()P550g .$
V4 Cos q =

%

The stagnation temperature
culated as fol.1.ows:

downstream of the turbine may be cal-

T5 can now be determined:The static temperature

V52 TgKl?~
T5 = T5’ -—= T5t-—

2gJcp 2gJ~

(Bl)

(;2)

—-. .. . . . . .. .. .-- —--—_-—.— -———— — .——. . .. .. —. —.—. — .—
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or

so that

Both W5 and ~5 can

tO v5, and w5 COS ~5 iS

T5f
T5 =

1 + &

.

‘[.(12T5‘
*,

v5=rgR~

now be calculated
given as equal to

(B4)

since W5 sin p5 is equal

%1*

The follavdng procedurd was used to determine the air weimt flow
from conditions at-the trailing edge of the rotor: .

The static density P5 is given by

(B5)

The weight flow in pounds per second per square foot turbine frontal
area is

or

{m) .

The equaticm of continuity was used to detemine the stator diagram
as foliows:

P4V4 Sti a4 A = P5V5A ,

———. ---———— --——-— .--- .-—— -------- ——-—-—- —-————-——— --—— -.—— -.— . ..—.— —._ _ .-
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The density dm&stresm of the stator is given by

17

,

P4 = P3t

I From the energy equation across

E

1

()
T4 ~

~

the stator,

#

(
2

T4 ~
2

V4 Cos cL4 + V4 sin cL4
—=.
T3‘ 2gJ~ T3’ )

Since V4 cos ~ is given in equation (Ill),the continuity equation
may be written as

1

(
2 z=

V4 Cos IX4 + V4 sin cL4
P~~ 1 -

2gJ~ T3’ )
v413inc4=

Equation (B7) may be solved by trial and error for V4

V4, q, W4, aud p4 may then be determined using stsndard

relations. o

P5V5 (B7)

Sill q, and

trigonanetric

The velocity of the exhaust jet is then calculated from the follow-
ing equation:

[ 1
1

~f5 = V52 + 2gJ~ (T5 - T6) z (B8)

J

From the assumption of isentropic flow frcm the turbine inlet to the
exhaust tail cone,

~

uP6 y-l
T6 . T31 _

P3‘
(B9)

The thrust per square foot turbine frontal area may then be calcu-
lated from equations (B4), (B6), (B8), =d (B9) as follows:

F =:(V6-V~)’ (B1O)

.. . . .. —- —- —--—..— —
_. ——-.—.——.— . ..-. — _____ --
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Given:

P3f A

T3’

The procedure used in this case is identical with that used in
Case I up to and including equation (B6). However, since there is no
change in state in the rotor for Case II, the static temperatures
upstresm and downstream of the rotor wi~ be equal; that is, T5 = T4.

‘lkrefore, the stator exit velocity may be calculated directly frm
downstream static temperature.

1
1

V4 =
[

F2gJ~ (T3’ - T5) (Bll)

The velocity diagram may then be determined using st&d trig-
onometric relaticms.

The engine thrust is determined as indicated in eqpations (B8)
through (B1O). ●

Case III - (V4 Cos q + W5 Cos 135- @ > 212&

Given:

Pc
W4 Cos p4 = W5 Cos p5

7
1

?JI ()V5Sti~= TgRT5Z=V4sina4

P3’ A

T3‘

——— ————__—_ —.— .- _,
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‘The chsmge in tangential nmmentum per pound per second & b flow
is given by

()P550g +
(V4COHL4+ W5COSP5-%J= %

From figure 1

W4 Cos p4 =Q4cos ~-~

or

()Pc550g
(W4 Cos j34+ W5 Cos p~) = % =

Since W4 cos’f34 and W5 cos 135 me equal,

J_)Pc550g ~
W4 Coa j34= 2% = W5 Cos p5

and

()Pc550g ~
v4cosa4. u&+—

2&

The static temperature downstream of the turbine
must be determined so that

I

V4 sin a/4
= (’@4)+ =v5sin~

Since

‘=42 + V4 cos a42
T4 = T3t -

2gtcp

(B12)

(B13)

stator (or rotor)

(B14)

. ..— .-— .. —.- __. .._ ——____ ._ -——- -—. —-.-——. ——— —-— — .- .-. .. -—-—.-
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then

[( )( )]
1

-V4 sin a4 =
y-l 2gJc#3’ - V4 Cos U42 z
~

The static temperature T4 can then
tion (B14) snd the-
tropic relation

The air weight
(B16) as f0110w8:

static den~ity can be

MACA TN 2732

.

(B15)

be calculated from eqm-
determined fran the isen-

T

P3’ (T4
L

)Fi
p4 = —.

RT3’ (T3T (B16)

flaw is then calculated using equations {B15) and

w = P4V4 SW a4 A

or

W=%’(3*(s0@J~T3’‘V4Cos“431*A ‘B17)
The static temperature of the air leaving the exhaust cone is cal-

culated frm eqpation (B9 .
1

The exhaust jet velocity is determined
from eqyations (B9), (B14 , and (B15) as substituted into the following
equation:

[ 1
1

V6 = V5 Sill%2 + 2gJ~ (T5 - T6) 2 (B18)

The engine thrust is calculated fran equatims (B17) and (B18) as
indicated in equaticm (B1O).

—. ——— —.—-.-— ..——— — -— .— .— _.— —.—. ..—. —- ----— ————— J
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CORRECTION OF THRUST FOR TURBINE EFFICIENCY

When the compressor-powerat 100 percent turbine efficiency is
reduced directly by the inefficiency of the turbine, the corrected
preseor power per jound of air can be given as

(%)com=%(%),,.=,.OO
for an assumed turbine efficiency ~t.

The corrected compressor power corresponds to a new compressor

(cl)

pres-
sure ratio which may be determined from equation (5) in the text or more
convenient~ from a curve of compressor specific power against compressor
pressure ratio.

Since the turbtie configuration has not been altered, the turbine
air weight flow may be considered to wry directly with turbine-inlet
pressure (or compressor-dischargepressure) and may be determined from
the corrected compressor pressure ratio.

The static pressure downstream of the turbine varies directly as
the compressor pressure ratio since the pressure ratio across the tur-
bine p3’/p5 and the rsm pressure are fixed. Thus the static-pressure

ratio across the exhaust cone p~p5 is also dependent on the cwressor

pressure ratio. Because the axial canponent of the velocity leaving the
%.u%ine rotor
the corrected
sure ratio as

has been assumed to be &dependent of turbine-efficie~cy,
thrust is now specified by the corrected compressor pred-
etermined from the turbine efficiency.

REFERENCES

1. LaVal.le,Vincent L.j and Euppert, Merle C.: Effects of Several Design
Variables on Turb.tie-WheelWeight. NACA TN 1814, 1949.
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TABLE I-IDEAL TTJRKmE VELocm ImMRAMS

Veloci@

V4

W4

W5

V5

(a) Mach nuuibersat mesn radius

THFum?

Met temmrature. OR–.—, —
2000 H 2750 u.- 3500

Mean blade speed, U&, ft/sec

1000 I1200 I1400 1 1000 I 1200 I1400 u 1000 I 1200I 1400

1.78

1.34

1.34

1.05

1.83

1.29

1.29

1.01

-

1.59

0.94

1.30

1.00

Mach number

1.82

1

1
.

43

43

1.12

1.88,

1.40

1.40

1.07
-

1.84

1.38

1.38

1.03 I
1.81 1.87

1.46 1.45

1.46 1.45

1.18 1.12

1.97

1

1
.

46

46

1.08

(b) Flow angles and turning angles at mean radius

Angle Met temperature, OR

2000 I 2750 i 3500

Mean blade speed, ~, ft/sec

1000 I1200 I1400 ~ 1000 1200 1400 n 1000 I1200 I1400

Flow and turning angles

a4 34.1 33.2 25.2 33.4 32.2 31.0 33,5 32.3 30.4

134 48.3 50.7 46.0 44.6 45.6 46.6 43.1 43.8 43.4

$5 48.3 50.7 50.2 44.6 45.6 46.6 43.1 43.8 43.4

% 72.8 83.5 90.0 I 62.8 69.6 77.4 58.1 63.2 67.5

in rotor 83.4 78.6 83.8 90.8 88.8 86.8 I 93.8 92.4. 93.2

.— .—. ..— —— .—. c .—— ——
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K’
,x

t

Figure 1. - Nomenclature used in turbine vdocity disgrams.

t
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Mean blade speed,

1000

y

1000

Mean blade s d,r~,1200 ft Seou 1200

Wv”L
1400

(a) Wet temperature, 2000°R.

Figure 2. - I&eslvelmity dlagrsm at mean radiusfor maxlmlmtblwst per
square foot turbinefrontd area. Velocitiesare in feet persecon&,
numbersto right of velocitiesare locallhcb mmbers.

.
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+%4-- 7“”’Mean blade
CL. 1000ftSeo

\\

Mean blade S

FU+ooftseo’

.

gl$
.-Y

%@-”

// a
,d~

%6

31.0° 46.6° Mean blade
14W3 r“ -~, 1400 ft Seo

~
0
0-.
~
o
w

77.4
1400

(b) Inlet temperature,2750°R.

We L - continued. Ideal VdOCi~ dia@?8m at mean radius for
maximumthrustper squarefoot turbine,frontalarea. Velocities
me in feet per seconcljnumbersto right of velocitiesare local
Mach nmhrs.
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L Mean blade awad,

+

33.50 43,
1000 q, 1000 ft/eeo

Meao blade ad,
T

)32.30
~, 1200 ft 8.20u UN

-.
y
%

43.4’3
1400

—.-

(c) Inlettempemture, 3500°R.

Figure 2. - Concmlaea.Ideal vdocity diagramsat mean radiusfor maxlmm thrust
per squarefeat torblnefrontalarea. Velocitiesare in feet per secon~ numbers
ta right of velocitiesare lmal Mach mnibars.
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(a) Mean bladespeed,1033feetE second.

24
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3-20
/60

(b) Meanbladesped, 1- feetper seconi

m

I. I-m

A

Moo /
/

. %-./ 6.59,

Ad I I I I I I I I---
2 4 6 8 10 lz

Caapresscu’premllraratio

(c) Mean blade speed,1403feetpr second. .

~ 3. - Effectof turbineparwmateracm en.gnethmst at
6U0dlus E hourad turbine-inlettqperahwe d 2000°R.
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Turbine
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/
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Compressor pressure ratio

(c) I&an bide speed,1.400feetper secon&

m 4. - Effect of turbtie~sonenginethmat at

600 &s per hourendturbine-lmlettemperake of 27500R
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,

.

I

70

Turbine
efficiency

W
60

1.00

/

50 /

,

40

30 ~~

20“ *

2000 2400 2800 3200 3600

Turbine-inlet temperature, OR

(a) Mean blade speed, 1000 feet per aeoond.

Figure 6. - Variation of equivalent air weight fluw
at maximum thrust with turbine-inlet temperature
and turbine efficiency.
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\

+

2400

I

1.00

/
.90

/

/

.80

.

v

2800 3200 3600

Turbine-inlet temperature, %

(b) Mean blade speed, 1200 feet per second.

Figure 6. - Continued. Variation of equivalent air
weight flow at maxhmm thrust with turbine-inlet
taperatie aud turbine efficiency.
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60

50

40

I

I

30

20

101

Turbine
. efficiency

v%

1.00

/

/ /

/
/

e

T

L

2000 2400 2800 3200 3600

TurMne-itiet temperature, %

(c) Mean blade speed, 1400 feet per second.

Figure 6. - Concluded. Variation of equivalent air
weight flow at maximum thrust with turbine-inlet
temperature and turbine efficiency.
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1.1

1.:

1.(

.

‘1’

20,000 30,000 “40,000 50,000 60,000

Centri~gal stress at rotor root, u, lb/sq in.

Figure 7. - Effect of centrifugal root stress o on
engine thrust per square foot turbine frontal area.
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I-1oo

1000

i-l
%

700

600
0

Figure 8. -
Variaticm
Derature,

10,000 20,000 30,000 40,0ca 50,000

Fli@t altitude,ft

Range of appl.icabilLty of turbinevelocitydiagrams.
of flight speedwith altitudeat constantram tem-
600 miles per hour at sea level.
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